November 2018
Dear Reader,
We are here again with another edition of inSite. We hope you’ve been enjoying our previous
issues with an insight into the 3D printing industry and excerpts on our delivered projects.
We are thrilled to share with you our latest achievements. We’d love to hear from you about
any suggestions you have to make or something in particular you want to be included in inSite.
Please feel free to contact us on business@ikix.in
Happy Reading!!!

“We Don’t Just Create!!! We Create To
Change, Change To Improve.”
Your Vision, Our Expertise

OUR DOMESTIC PROJECT
iKix is proud to be part of the Ennore Regasification terminal project

The regasification terminal project is expected
to play an important role in supplying fuel
to companies such as Chennai Petroleum
Corporation, MFC and SPIC among others and
we are elated to have been given the chance to
make the replica in 3D print at the request of
Black and Veatch.

•

The Magnificent model was made for displaying in the office lobby.

•

The landscape elements comprise of exterior equipments and package facilities and the building
depicting external architectural features. Civil elements like road and pond were cleverly depicted
along with loading and unloading trucks, and fire tender vehicles, boundary wall, fences and gates.

•

The scale of the model is 1:500

•

Team iKix worked tirelessly to deliver the model in 4 working days.

OUR INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
Al Fujariah water park and leisure complex

The Fruits of our team work – Finding good
players is easy, getting them to play as a team is
another story. Nothing stops the man who desires
to achieve – iKix makes the 3D printed model of
Al Fujariah water park and leisure complex within
seven working days!!!
The proposed Five Star Hotel was made as a
3D printed scaled model with full façade. The
surrounding villas were made in mono color as
massing models and the model base was made
with GOOGLE EARTH images covering the sea
shore and adjacent plots.
This project by iKix was used as a demo model to depict the actual project to the Fujariah Government.
Kudos to the team for delivering the project in a short span of just seven working days

3D Printed Architectural Models are helping to build our Future.
(Adapted from an article by Dan Gamsby in www.javelin-tech.com)
According to Mr. Dan Gamsby,
“In recent months, the 3D printing application within architecture and landscaping is really
heating up. The growth in this space is staggering. For the customers who have adopted 3D
printing as a tool for conceptual models and show models to win bids faster, it’s a win, win, and
win really”
For KMCA during construction of a development in City Center DC, 3D printed architectural
models helped the developer’s sales team convey the building’s appearance and layout to
prospective tenants.
The developer also wanted a smaller scale model of each building that the sales team could use
to motivate prospective tenants to visit the
design centers .Ken Champlin, president
of the KMCA presented two alternatives to
building the scaled models.
The first approach was to to use stick
construction. It would have taken about
eight weeks and cost about $20,000 to use
this method to build a smaller model. The
second approach was 3D printing.
Using 3D printing made it possible to provide a high level of detail while eliminating the time and
cost involved in producing and assembling most of the individual components.
If you have any questions regarding our services, please feel free to write to us at business@ikix.in, else
you could also contact us on 8939832442 / 8939832449 and we’ll be more than happy to interact with
you.
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